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FRIENDS GLOBAL 
A. PHẦN TRẮC NGHIỆM (7 điểm) 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part 

differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1: A. repeats B. classmates C. amuses D. attacks 

Question 2: A. laughed B. weighed C. helped D. missed 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the 

other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 3: A. embarrass B. suspicious C. delighted D. frightening 

Question 4: A. terrifying B. spectacular C. impressive D. athletic 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

Question 5: You're very lucky to be ________ after that accident. 

 A. dead B. injured C. wounded D. alive 

Question 6: It would be quite a(n) __________ if we could get the deadline finished in time. 

 A. exploration B. accomplishment C. formation D. eruption 

Question 7: Finding a solution to this problem is one of the greatest ________ faced by 

scientists today. 

 A. formations B. challenges C. entertainments D. motivations 

Question 8: Construction of the new road has now been successfully _____________. 

 A. left B. considered C. formed D. completed 

Question 9: There are also large differences with regard to access to housing, medical 

________________, education and other services in different areas 

 A. treatment B. injury C. pain D. allowance 

Question 10: I've searched ____________, but I can't find my birth certificate. 

 A. low and high B. high and low C. in and out D. out and in 

Question 11: Samuel is talking to Lan about volunteer work. 

 - Samuel: “I think we should do some local volunteer work this summer.” 



 

 - Lan: “_____________. Some people in our neighborhood really need help.” 

 A. You should think of it again B. I quite agree with you  

 C. That’s not a good choice D. I don’t agree with you 

Question 12: Jennifer is giving Liz a house-warming present. 

 - Liz: “Thanks for the nice gift you bought for us.” 

 - Jennifer: “_________________” 

 A. Good job!  B. I’m sorry.  

 C. Congratulations!  D. I’m glad you like it. 

Question 13: We were anxious ___________ the rapid disappearance of many rare species. 

 A. about B. on C. by D. in 

Question 14: Every week, his mother goes to _______ university to visit him while my mother 

has never come to visit me since I went to __________ university. 

 A. the - Ø B. the - the C. Ø - Ø D. a – the 

Question 15: After a hard-working day, I went to ____ bed and had ____ most beautiful 

dream ever. 

 A. the - the B. a - the C. Ø - the D. a - a 

Question 16: He became so ____________ when his girlfriend turned down his invitation. 

 A. disappointed B. excited C. disappointing D. exciting 

Question 17: I heard a very _____________ story. It will make you laugh. 

 A. boring B. amusing C. bored D. amused 

Question 18: He hopes that she will be happy with this ___________ ring. 

 A. nice small Indonesian B. nice Indonesian small  

 C. small nice Indonesian D. Indonesian nice small 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning 

to the underlined word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

Question 19: Mr. John is a very generous old man. He has given most of his wealth to a charity 

organization. 

 A. hospitable B. honest C. kind D. mean 

Question 20: Jose had a hard time comparing the iPhone 14 Promax to the Samsung Galaxy 

Z Flip4 because to him they were apples and oranges. 



 

 A. containing too many technical details  

 B. very similar 

 C. completely different  

 D. very complicated 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning 

to the underlined word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

Question 21: She felt ashamed that she had missed her sister’s wedding. 

 A. delighted B. embarrassed C. envious D. proud 

Question 22: The woman was rescued from her burning home by firefighters. 

 A. injured B. saved C. recovered D. returned 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the part that needs correction in 

each of the following questions. 

Question 23: My father often drinks coffee in the morning, but today he drinks tea. 

 A. often B. the C. but D. drinks 

Question 24: We went out for a meal last night. A restaurant we went to was excellent. 

 A. went B. last night C. A D. was 

Question 25: Each of the beautiful cars in the shop was quickly sold to their owner. 

 A. Each B. cars C. quickly D. their 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate 

the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

If you want to do your best in an exam, you should be relaxed and so one of (26) _________ 

best things to do is to take regular (27) _________   even if they are only for a few minutes. 

During revision time, you shall take some time (28) _________ to go for a walk or play your 

favorite sport. It is a mistake to take up all physical activities. Exercise can help you to relax. 

You should (29) _________ at least twenty minutes doing something different every day. 

Parents don’t like it when their teenage children spend hours on the phone, but, in fact, (30) 

_________ to a friend is very good for you; parents think that children are wasting time and 

money; but research says talking to friends gives you a chance to relax, and this will make the 

time you spend studying more effective. 

Question 26: A. a B. an C. the D. Ø 

Question 27: A. breaks B. trips C. pauses D. holidays 



 

Question 28: A. up B. off C. in D. at 

Question 29: A. waste B. take C. spend D. relax 

Question 30: A. communicating B. saying C. chatting D. telling 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate 

the correct answer to each of the following questions. 

Helen Keller was born in Alabama in 1880. When she was twenty months old, she got an 

illness. After her illness, Helen could not hear or see. She was deaf and blind. Helen was a 

difficult child. Her parents did not know what to do. 

 Finally, when Helen was seven years old, her parents got her a special teacher. Her name 

was Miss Anne Sullivan. Miss Sullivan worked with Helen all day. She took Helen's hand and 

spelled a word in her hand. Helen soon learned to say what she wanted in this way. 

 In 1990, Helen entered Radcliffe College. Miss Sullivan sat next to Helen in class. She spelled 

all the words into Helen's hand. Miss Sullivan also read to Helen all the time. At that time there 

were only a few books for the blind. These were Braille books. They had a special alphabet 

made with dots that blind people could read with their fingers. Helen graduated from 

Radcliffe College with honors. 

 Helen wrote books like The Story of My Life and Midstream, My Later Life. She also wrote 

magazine articles and spoke all over the world. She learned to speak. It was not easy to 

understand her. Miss Sullivan repeated what Helen said. Helen spoke about the deaf and 

blind. People everywhere became interested. There was new hope for the deaf and blind. 

Question 31: How did Helen learn at Radcliffe College? 

 A. Miss Sullivan spelled all the words into her hand. 

 B. She listened to the lectures and wrote them down.  

 C. She read books and wrote essays by herself.  

 D. Her friends in class helped her understand the lectures. 

Question 32: From the passage, we know that Miss Sullivan was _______________. 

 A. a young and beautiful teacher 

 B. a nice and easy teacher 

 C. an intelligent, impatient teacher  

 D. a helpful and patient teacher 

Question 33: Which of the following things had Helen Keller NOT done in her life? 



 

 A. writing magazine articles. 

 B. writing two books about her own life. 

 C. making a film about her own life.  

 D. giving lectures to people throughout the country. 

Question 34: It is possible to infer from the passage that Helen was deaf and blind 

______________. 

 A. but she was an excellent student at the college 

 B. and she found it impossible to understand the lectures 

 C. but she was a lazy student at the college  

 D. so she only graduated with very humble grades 

Question 35: How did Helen Keller speak in public? 

 A. She could make herself understood by everybody. 

 B. She used her hands to make everybody understand. 

 C. Miss Sullivan had to repeat what Helen said.  

 D. She wrote her speeches on a board. 

B. PHẦN TỰ LUẬN (3 điểm) 

Complete the following sentences by using the correct form of word. 

Question 36: That was an __________________ situation for me when I have to sing in public. 

EMBARRASS 

Question 37: People pronounce words __________________ in this part of the country. 

DIFFERENT 

Question 38: The children felt __________________ because it was dark in the cave and they 

were with no one else. FRIGHTEN 

Question 39: You will find this is a __________________ and exciting job that will offer you 

the freedom to develop your skills. CHALLENGE 

Question 40: You can change the whole __________________ of a room just by lighting it in 

a certain way. APPEAR 

Complete the sentences using the correct tense of the verbs in the brackets. 

Question 40: When I arrived home, my mother __________________ (talk) to someone on 

the phone. 



 

Question 41: I decided __________________ (stop) __________________ (learn) Japanese 

because I don’t have enough time to study; I need to concentrate on other 

subjects at school. 

Question 42: Be quiet! The baby __________________. (sleep) 

Question 43: While I __________________ (have) breakfast yesterday, the phone 

______________. (rang) 

Question 44: We used __________________ (dream) of a television set when we 

__________________. (small) 

Question 45: There are people who can’t help ___________________ (laugh) when they see 

someone __________________ (slip) on a banana skin. 

Rewrite the following sentences. 

Question 46: I haven't seen that film before. 

 → It is __________________________________________________________.  

Question 47: Mary and David have been married for five years. 

 → Mary and David ________________________________________________.  

Question 48: He read the reading passage first. Immediately after that he answered the 

questions. 

 → No sooner _____________________________________________________.  

Question 49: I think you should do homework before going to class. 

 → It’ high time ____________________________________________________.  

Question 50: Tom went to Lan’s birthday party two days ago. (Making Wh-question) 

 → -

________________________________________________________________.  

 

  



 

GLOBAL SUCCESS 

I. PHẦN TRẮC NGHIỆM (7 điểm) 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part 

differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1: A. hates B. houses C. decreases D. scratches 

Question 2: A. opened B. beloved C. lived D. listened 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the 

other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 3: A. laundry B. rubbish C. enjoy D. vacuum 

Question 4: A. responsible B. important  C. develop D. gratitude  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

Question 5: Men are usually considered as the ________ to shoulder family financial 

burdens. 

 A. manner B. breadwinner  C. homemaker D. character  

Question 6: Children should help their parents with ________ when they have free time. 

 A. household B. housework C. routine D.  value 

Question 7: ________ is one of the factors causing global warming. 

 A. Carbon footprint  B. Mineral resouces  

 C. Natural resources D. Renewable energy 

Question 8: In general, doing housework can bring a lot of ________ to children. 

 A. benefits B. money C. characters D.  relaxation 

Question 9: It’s important for children to _______ awareness of protecting the 

environment. 

 A. rise B. arise C. arouse D.  raise 

Question 10: My dad has a backache because he often ________ the heavy lifting. 

 A. takes B. gains C. does D.  carries 

Question 11: Ms. An: ‘’Do you think children should do housework these days?’’ 

 Ha: ‘’ _______________________________.’’ 

 A. Of course they should  



 

 B. No, they should do housework regularly 

 C. I love doing houeswork  

 D. Yes, housework is so boring 

Question 12: Ms. Nhi: ‘’ It’s great that you use cloth bags instead of plastic ones.’’ 

 Khoa: ‘’ _______________________________.’’ 

 A. It’s normal  B. Thank for your compliment 

 C. It’s so tired  D. Yes, I love colorful bags 

Question 13: Cutting ________ on plastic use is one of the effective ways to adopt green 

lifestyle. 

 A. up B. in C. down D.  off 

Question 14: My mom is ________ environmentalist and she makes ________ lots of efforts 

to protect ________ environment. 

  A. an/a/the B. an/∅/the  C. the/the/an D.  the/∅/the 

Question 15: Yesterday, I went to ________ cinema with my best friends. It’s such ________ 

great time. 

  A. the/the B. a/∅/  C. the/∅ D.  the/a 

Question 16: I find helping my mom in free time ________. 

 A. excitement B. exciting  C. excited D.  excites 

Question 17: I’m terribly ________ about my final exam because I haven’t studied anything! 

 A. worried B. worrying C. worry D.  worries 

Question 18: I have just received ________ shoes from my best friend. 

 A. running black new  B. black running new   

 C. new running black  D.  new black running 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in 

meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

Question 19: Parents have responsiblity for caring for the development of their kids. 

 A. looking after B. taking after C. going away D.  going over 

Question 20: Turning off your appliances when they are not in use is one of the easiest ways 

to save energy and reduce your carbon footprint. 

 A. increase B. decrease C. improve D.  enhance 



 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in 

meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

Question 21: When doing the housework, children learn how to appreciate all the hard 

work their parents do around the house for them. 

 A. respect B. disregard C. give thanks to D.  welcome 

Question 22: We should use eco-friendly materials because plastic waste takes many years 

to break down into small pieces. 

 A. soften  B. save  C. protect D.  form 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the part that needs correction in 

each of the following questions. 

Question 23: It’s so irritating (A) because (B) Jimmy always comes (C) to class late (D). 

Question 24: Many of (A) the players (B) brought their wifes (C) or girlfriends along (D) for 

the trip. 

Question 25: There are (A) some (B) food that we can bring to the homeless (C) tonight 

(D). 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate 

the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

My name is Sam, and I study at college. I rent a flat together with ________ (26) student. I am 

not an extremely tidy person and I hate housework. But we are expecting a visit from my 

flatmate's grandma. So, on Saturday, my flatmate Matias and I are going to give our flat a 

really good clean. First, we are going to tidy the bedroom and the living room, which is not an 

easy thing to do. Then, we are going to ________ (27) the rubbish out. I am also going to 

collect my ________ (28) socks from under the bed and wash them. Then, I am going to 

hoover the floor, because we have carpets on it. After that, Mati is going to clean the 

windows. I suppose that by 12 o'clock the flat would look perfect. We feel ________ (29) tired, 

but after a short rest, Mati is going to do the shopping, and I am going to ________ (30) 

dinner. As a reward, I am going to bake a chocolate cake for us 

Question 26: A. another B. other C. others D. each 

Question 27: A. bring B. get C. take D. put 

Question 28: A. clean B. beautiful C. dirty D. lovely 

Question 29: A. happily B. awfully C. little D. many 

Question 30: A. do B. take C. set D. make 



 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate 

the correct answer to each of the following questions. 

Many people believe that the way we live our lives today is having an extremely bad effect on 

the environment. Here are some examples of solutions we need to talk about them. 

Alternative forms of transport 

One of the main problems with cars is that they cause a lot of pollution and often carry only 

one person. Public transport is more environmentally friendly because buses and trains carry 

large numbers of people at the same time. Car pools are another way of reducing a number 

of cars on the roads. Even cleaner solutions are electric cars and bicycles. 

Recycling 

Recycling is when you use something again instead of throwing it away. Glass, cans, paper 

and plastic can all be recycled. Recycling saves energy and also reduces damage to the 

countryside. Many towns have special bins where people can leave their empty bottles and 

cans for recycling. A lot of paper bags, writing paper and greeting cards are now produced on 

recycled paper. Even more effective than recycling is choosing products that use a minimum 

of plastic and paper packaging. 

Think globally, act locally 

It is personal action that will help preserve word's environment. Actions which are simple and 

quick. 

- Turn off lights and other electrical equipment when not in use.  

- Do not poor oil, fat, milk or chemical down the sink  

- Use public transport or your bike instead of a car  

- Buy products that are recycled, reusable, reliable   

- Take shorter showers to take water  

– Write on both sides of paper  

- Put on more clothing in winter instead of turning up the heater .  

- Try to cook several meals at a time  

- Use energy efficient light bulbs 

Green products 

We can protect the environment by choosing to buy green products. Examples of green 

products are recycled paper, wood from sustainable sources and organic fruit and vegetables. 



 

Question 31: What is the title of this passage? 

 A. Ways to protect the environment B. Environment is now safe 

 C. Benefits of public transport D. What should locals do? 

Question 32: What does ‘‘Think globally, act locally’’ means? 

 A. Protecting the environment is not for citizens but for people in the world 

 B. Global warming is getting worse and worse because of the locals 

C. People should care about environmental issues in the world and make 

efforts to protect the environment 

 D. Local should pay more attention to global issues 

Question 33: The word ‘’alternative’’ in line 3 refers to _____. 

 A. simple B. complex C. huge D. different  

Question 34: Where do citizens in towns put the used containers? 

 A. inside the bin in their house  

 B. in special wastebasket of their town 

 C. wherever on the street  

 D.  in the grocery store 

Question 35: What is considered as green products? 

 A. papers  B. organic food  

 C. trees  D. green vegetables   

II. PHẦN TỰ LUẬN (3 điểm) 

Complete the following sentences by using the correct form of word. 

Question 36: The company says it ____________ believes in the importance of organic 

agriculture. (STRENGTH) 

Question 37:  Students are extremely ____________ to all the NQH teachers for their help. 

(GRATITUDE) 

Question 38:  Despite our hard work, she never shows any ____________ for our efforts. 

(APPRECIATE) 

Question 39:  People are trying to create an environmentally ____________ society.

 (SUSTAIN)     



 

Question 40:  They sell a wide range of domestic ___________ — washing machines, 

dishwashers and so on. (APPLY) 

Complete the sentences using the correct tense of the verbs in the brackets. 

Question 41:  That was years ago. I ____________ jobs since then.   (CHANGE) 

Question 42:  Our class ____________ at 8.00 on Sunday morning.  (START) 

Question 43:  I’ve been planning for my future job. I ____________ a surgeon. (BE) 

Question 44:  If I continue skipping classes, my teacher ____________ my parents (CALL) 

Question 45:  Larry behave irresponsibly. He ____________ reports late. 

    (CONSTANTLY/SUBMIT) 

Rewrite the following sentences. 

Question 46:  I fell off my bicycles 2 years ago. (Make WH-QUESTIONS) 

→ ___________________________________________________________________________ ? 

Question 47:  Ms. Kate has never eaten such a delicious cheesecake before. 

→This is  _____________________________________________________________________ . 

Question 48:  I haven’t kissed my lover for 5 months. 

→The last  ____________________________________________________________________ . 

Question 49:  She smiled right after she saw him. 

→ Hardly _____________________________________________________________________ . 

Question 50:  Your clothes are too old. I think you should go to the store and get something 

new. 

→ It’s about time for  __________________________________________________________ . 

 

  



 

BRIGHT 

I. PHẦN TRẮC NGHIỆM (7 điểm) 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part 

differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1: A. wishes B. practices C. introduces D. leaves 

Question 2: A. arrived B. believed C. received D. hoped 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the 

other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 3: A. strengthen B. reduce C. adopt D. explode 

Question 4: A. benefit  B. appliance C. character  D. resource 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

Question 5: ________ one point, I thought he was going to burst into tears. 

 A. At B. From C. In D. On 

Question 6: It's my turn to present our ideas so I'm going to __________ the most of it. 

 A. take B. make C. give D. lack 

Question 7: We were _____________ to learn English well at school.  

 A. encouraged B. sorted C. believed D. cut down 

Question 8: _______ is a person who manages the home and often raises children. 

 A. Wife B. Husband C. Homemaker D. Breadwinner 

Question 9: Nowadays, both the husband and the wife strive together in order to __________ 

the household.  

 A. make B. do C. run D. take 

Question 10: I usually help my mother __________ the washing-up. 

 A. do B. get C. bring D. have 

Question 11:  Dany: “May I take a seat here?” 

 Jerry: “_____________.”   

 A. I’m not sure  B. Yes, do please  

 C. That’s a good idea  D. I’m glad you do 



 

Question 12:  Anna: “_______________?” 

 Lita: “I’d like to see that red dress.”  

 A. What do you like  B. Do you want anything  

 C. What can I do for you D. What will you do 

Question 13: My father takes the responsibility ______ running the house.  

 A. for B. in C. at D. during 

Question 14: Mr. Browns is ________ old customer and ________ honest man.  

 A. an/the B. an/a C. an/an D. a/no article 

Question 15: Can you show me ________way to ________station?  

 A. the/the B. a/the C. a/a D. the/a 

Question 16: I was _____________ from the day's work. I need to relax. 

 A. exhaust B. exhausted C. exhausting D. exhaustive 

Question 17: His silly acting is just _______________ to watch.  

 A. embarrassed B. embarrassing C. interested D. interesting 

Question 18: We took a ride on _______________ bus.  

 A. an old blue Chinese  B. a Chinese blue old  

 C. a blue old Chinese  D. an old Chinese blue 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning 

to the underlined word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

Question 19: The air is naturally contaminated by foreign matter such as plant pollens and 

dust.  

 A. polluted B. occupied C. refilled D. reduced 

Question 20: Let's wait here for her; I'm sure she'll turn up before long.  

 A. arrive B. return C. enter  D. visit 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning 

to the underlined word(s) in each of the following sentences. 

Question 21: The consequences of the typhoon were disastrous due to the lack of pre-

cautionary measures.  

 A. beneficial B. damaging C. physical D. considerable 



 

Question 22: These were the people who advocated using force to stop school violence. 

 A. supported B. advised C. criticized D. agreed 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the part that needs correction in 

each of the following questions. 

Question 23: Do (A) you remember to go (B) to school for (C) the first (D) time? 

Question 24: Despite (A) they are poor (B), they are still (C) happy together (D). 

Question 25: Helen was proud for (A) finishing (B) the work (C) in such (D) a short time. 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate 

the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

EDUCATION IN ENGLAND 

 Every child in Great Britain between the age of five and fifteen must (26) ______ school. 

There (27) ______ three main types of education institutions: primary (elementary) schools, 

secondary schools, and universities. 

 State schools are free, and attendance is compulsory. Morning school begins at nine 

o’clock and lasts until half past four. School is open five days a week. 

 (28) ______ Saturdays and Sundays, there are no lessons. There are holidays at Christmas, 

Easter and in summer. In London as in all cities, there are two grades of state schools for those 

(29) ______ will go to work at fifteen: primary schools for boys and girls between the ages of 

five and eleven, and secondary schools for children from eleven to fifteen. 

 The lessons are reading, writing, the English language, English literature, English history, 

geography, (30) ______, nature study, drawing, painting, singing, woodwork and drill. 

Question 26: A. go B. come C. attend D. arrive 

Question 27: A. is B. has C. are D. have  

Question 28: A. For B. On C. At D. In  

Question 29: A. who B. when C. where D. which  

Question 30: A. scientifically B. science C. scientist D. scientific 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate 

the correct answer to each of the following questions.  

     The first school for blind, deaf and mute children in the Tibet Autonomous Region 

celebrated its first anniversary on Friday. The school is built in the eastern suburb of Lhasa, 

capital of Tibet, and is designed to hold 200 students. It covers 20,000 square meters.The 

school curriculum includes Braille and sign language training, Tibetan, mathematics, writing, 



 

ethics training, physical education, arts, handicrafts, speech and walking courses. At the 

celebration, the audience was touched by a silent song expressed by the students with sign 

language. BaibaToinzhub, a 10-year-old blind child, can speak fluent Chinese and is good at 

singing and dancing. He told the visitors that life in the boarding school was comfortable. 

Question 31: What type of students attend the school? 

 A. Children who cannot see, hear, or speak. 

 B. Children who live in the Tibet Autonomous Region. 

 C. Children with a variety of disabilities. 

 D. Children who are visually impaired. 

Question 32: The school is located in ______. 

A. the capital of Tibet 

B. the eastern of Tibet 

C. 20,000 square meters 

D. the suburb of the capital of Tibet 

Question 33: The school is ______. 

A. built in Tibet   

B. able to hold 200 students   

C. 20,000 square kilometers in area   

D. the first boarding school in Tibet 

Question 34: Which subject is taught in the school? 

A. Computers  B. Physics  C. Foreign language  D. Braille 

Question 35: Which of the following is NOT true? 

A. Life in the boarding school is comfortable.   

B. Tibet’s first deaf-mute school celebrated its 10th birthday. 

C. BaibaToinzhub can sing and dance very well.    

D. The visitors were touched by a silent song. 

 

II. PHẦN TỰ LUẬN (3 điểm) 

Complete the following sentences by using the correct form of word. 

Question 36: We take ________ in her for telling the truth. (PROUD) 

Question 37: _________________ I'll have a piece of chocolate, but it's very rare. (OCCASION) 

Question 38: With an _________________ from his parents, he will do well. (ENCOURAGE) 

Question 39: Brick takes his _________________ as a pilot very seriously. (RESPONSIBLE) 

Question 40: The fire was thought to have been caused by a gas ______________. (EXPLODE) 

 

Complete the sentences using the correct tense of the verbs in the brackets. 

Question 41: You (see) ____________ John last Sunday? – Oh, no. I (not / see) _____________ 

him for many days now. 



 

Question 42: Susan (change) _____________ a lot since she broke up. 

Question 43: The teacher let him (stay) ____________ at home to finish the assignment. 

Question 44: She usually (drink) _____________ milk, but today, she (drink) _______________ 

coffee. 

Question 45:  While I (do)_________________ some shopping yesterday, I saw your friend. 

 

Rewrite the following sentences. 

Question 46: They were playing football at the stadium. (where) 

→  ________________________________________________________________ ?  

Question 47: I haven’t gone to the cinema for a long time. 

→ The last time ______________________________________________________ . 

Question 48: How long have you learned English? 

→ When ____________________________________________________________ . 

Question 49: It’s quite late, I think we should go home. 

→ It’s time __________________________________________________________ . 

Question 50: Lilly never plays risky games. 

→ Never ____________________________________________________________ . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 


